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ABSTRACT
A number of recent scams and security attacks (phishing,
spyware, fake terminals, ...) hinge on a crook’s ability to ob-
serve user behavior. In this paper, we describe the design,
implementation, and evaluation of a novel class of user au-
thentication systems that are resilient to observation attacks.

Our proposal is the first to rely on the human ability to si-
multaneously process multiple sensory inputs to authenti-
cate, and is resilient to most observation attacks. We build
a prototype based on user feedback gained through low fi-
delity tests. We conduct a within-subjects usability study of
the prototype with 38 participants, which we complement
with a security analysis.

Our results show that users can authenticate within times
comparable to that of graphical password schemes, with rel-
atively low error rates, while being considerably better pro-
tected against observation attacks. Our design and evalua-
tion process allows us to outline design principles for obser-
vation-resilient authentication systems.
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INTRODUCTION
Alice is at an automated teller machine, about to withdraw
money. Security cameras monitor the surroundings, and a
couple of people are standing in line behind her. Unpleas-
ant thoughts start to cross her mind: Are these real security
cameras, not something set up by a thief to record her typing
her card’s access code? Speaking of which, why is that gen-
tleman behind her staring at the keypad while she is entering
her code? And, is that a real banking terminal, or just a very
good imitation placed there by crooks with the only goal to
steal her credit card information?
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by permission of ACM for your personal use. Not for redistribution. The
definitive version will be published in the proceedings of the 2008 ACM
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Figure 1. Undercover prototype. A graphical display presents a set of
images to the user, who is asked to identify the pictures she selected in
advance. A haptic device (here, a trackball), to be covered by the user’s
hand, randomly determines which button corresponds to each possible
answer.

Alice is worried about observation attacks, where an unau-
thorized party can record secret information, such as Alice’s
access code, and later use it to impersonate its legitimate
owner. Alice has a good reason to worry: Banking termi-
nal fraud in the United States only is estimated at $60 mil-
lion/year [10], and most countries outside the United States
do not provide banking customers with any form of legal
protection [2].

Contrary to more conventional security threats, such as crypt-
analysis or attacks on communication protocols, observation
attacks have the particularity of compromising the security
of a system by monitoring user behavior rather than subvert-
ing the system itself. Observation attacks are not restricted
to banking terminals. Under this definition, social engineer-
ing attacks such as phishing [7], can be considered as an
instance of observation attacks.

We focus here on how to foil observation attacks during au-
thentication, the process through which an individual proves
her identity to someone else. In addition to withdrawing
money, a number of daily activities, such as turning on a cel-
lular phone or accessing a computer system, require authen-
tication. Authentication poses both usability and security
challenges. A legitimate user must always be able to suc-
cessfully authenticate (usable authentication), while unau-
thorized parties should never be able to authenticate (secure
authentication). Simultaneously achieving both usable and



secure authentication is notoriously difficult (see [5] for a
good overview of issues at the interface between usability
and security), particularly for systems with a large, varied
user base.

Biometric authentication, e.g., by fingerprint, offers a promis-
ing alternative from a usability standpoint, but remains ex-
tremely vulnerable to certain observation attacks. Fake bank-
ing terminals can indeed capture biometric information, just
like they capture access codes and credit card numbers [2].
Biometric information could be subsequently replicated to
impersonate a legitimate user [17].

In this paper, we investigate the challenges faced in design-
ing authentication schemes resilient to observation attacks.
The key idea is that, to thwart observation attacks, at least
part of the authentication process must be difficult (or im-
possible) to observe; a property that can be achieved by de-
signing the system so that the user has to hide part of the
process to authenticate.

To accomplish this, we consider a novel class of authentica-
tion systems, that challenge the user with a puzzle combined
with a signal hidden from observers, by sending two simul-
taneous sensory inputs.

Figure 1 shows a prototype of our proposed Undercover au-
thentication system. A graphical display presents several im-
ages, and asks which, if any, belongs to an image portfolio
previously chosen by the user. A trackball simultaneously
sends the user a signal that conditions the mapping of each
button to a given answer. To function, the trackball has to
be covered by one of the user’s hands, making its movement
very hard to observe by an outsider.

We make several contributions through this work. First, we
propose a novel method to make authentication systems re-
silient to a general class of observation attacks, including
shoulder surfing, fake terminals, or even spyware (programs
that surreptitiously record all user input, [22]). We iden-
tify the design parameters that play a role in authentication
through hand-eye coordination, and build a working proto-
type based on extensive user feedback gained through low-
fidelity tests. Through a within-subjects usability study with
38 participants, we demonstrate that authentication systems
can rely on the human ability to mentally combine tactile
and visual signals. Finally, we perform a security analysis
of Undercover, by trying to capture user portfolios from ex-
ternal observations, and outline some design principles for
future observation-resilient authentication systems.

RELATED WORKS
Most authentication schemes are vulnerable to observation
attacks because the user has to explicitly input a secret, for
instance a password, that positively identifies her. By ob-
serving user input, an impostor can capture the secret and
later use it to pass for the user.

Research has primarily focused on methods to verify the user
knows the secret, without requiring her to explicitly state

it. For instance, zero-knowledge proof systems [11] inter-
actively ask a series of questions. The user can answer cor-
rectly each question only if she knows the secret, but each
answer does not reveal any information about the secret.

The “cognitive trapdoor” game proposed by Roth et al. [19]
attempts to implement a zero-knowledge proof system. In
this game, the user’s password is a number. The system
randomly assigns colors (black and white) to digits, graphi-
cally displays the color assignment, and asks the user if the
first digit of her password is white or black. The process
is then repeated by re-assigning colors at random for each
digit. The probability an impostor who does not know the
password gains access to the system exponentially decreases
in the number of digits in the password.

Other recent work on authentication schemes resilient to ob-
servation attacks [16,24] uses images, called “graphical pass-
words,” as authentication tokens. The rationale for using
graphical passwords is that they are arguably easier to mem-
orize than long strings of text or numbers [6, 18]. During an
initial setup phase, the user selects a few images to constitute
a private portfolio. She later authenticates by identifying her
portfolio images from a set of decoy images.

To thwart observation attacks, instead of directly selecting
portfolio images, the user can input information derived from
to the portfolio images and their location, either by keyboard
[16], or graphically [24]. Alternatively, users can mentally
compute a path formed by their portfolio images, and give
an answer based on that mentally computed path [23].

To be effective, graphical password schemes resilient to ob-
servation attacks [16, 23, 24] require a significant number
of objects (decoys and portfolio images) to be displayed si-
multaneously, which challenges their usability. In addition,
while all techniques discussed so far [16, 19, 23, 24] are re-
silient to single observation attacks, repeated observations
can yield authentication tokens (number or graphical pass-
words), by comparing user inputs from different sessions
[6, 12].

Another technique conceals user input by solely relying on
the user’s gaze to enter a password [14]. While promising,
the approach requires expensive eye-tracking equipment. Ad-
ditionally, a rogue eye-tracker hidden close to the authenti-
cation device could capture user passwords. Varying finger
pressure is another possible input resilient to observation at-
tacks [15], but the authors’ own user study shows that par-
ticipants find it challenging to use.

Compared with existing work, our method advocates a radi-
cally different approach to the problem. Instead of trying to
conceal user input, we instead hide the authentication chal-
lenges users are presented with. If an authentication session
can be thought of a question-answer exchange (“What is the
password? – ‘Buddy’.”), proposals so far have focused on
trying to hide the answer (‘Buddy’). We conjecture hiding
(part of) the question is more usable and secure.



OBJECTIVES
While our main stated goal is resilience to observation at-
tacks, a practical authentication system must fulfill a number
of security and usability objectives.

Security objectives
At a high level, the authentication system should be resilient
against observation attacks, while being as secure as compa-
rable systems against other attacks.

No unauthorized access. The authentication system should
not grant access to an impostor with a probability higher than
that of obtaining the correct selection of authentication to-
kens by pure chance. We aim for a level of security com-
parable to that provided by authentication systems using a
four-digit personal identification number (PIN). That is, an
impostor should not gain access to the system with a proba-
bility higher than 1/10,000.

Resilience to remote observation. A third-party able to record
from a distance, e.g., using video equipment, one or more
authentication sessions should not be able to gain knowledge
sufficient to impersonate a legitimate user.

Resilience to internal observation. A third-party able to record
keystrokes, mouse clicks, or the contents of authentication
display by commandeering the authentication terminal itself,
e.g., using spyware or a fake terminal, should not be able to
gain knowledge sufficient to impersonate a legitimate user.

Resilience to repeated observations. The authentication sche-
me should be resilient to long-term, repeated observations
of multiple authentication sessions. Observing a user log in
N times should yield as little information as observing the
same user log in just once.

Resilience to social engineering. Users should not be able to
easily reveal their authentication tokens to a third party, be it
by mistake or by choice.

None of the security properties above listed restricts the size
of the authentication system to be devised. These require-
ments could equally apply to banking terminals, PCs, or
even mobile devices.

Usability objectives
To be viable for systems with a large, varied, user base, an
authentication system has to satisfy a set of usability con-
straints.

Low error rate. Legitimate users’ mistakes in the authenti-
cation process should be a rare event. This requirement de-
mands that the authentication tokens be easily memorable,
and that the system be intuitive to use.

Fast authentication. Any user should be able to complete an
authentication session in a limited amount of time. To ensure
the scheme has an authentication time comparable to that of
graphical password authentication schemes [6], we set the
upper bound on the authentication session to one minute.

Generate response

challenge
HiddenVisible

challenge
Verification

Authentication system

User authentication token

authentication token

reassembly
Mental

Figure 2. Overview of the design. The authentication system sends both
a visible and a hidden challenge to the user, who reassembles them men-
tally, and answers the reassembled challenge. Only the visible challenge
and the response can be eavesdropped on, and cannot be correlated.

Rapid training. The authentication system should be intu-
itive enough so that a user with no prior training can under-
stand how to use it in five minutes or less.

Physically safe. The authentication system should never cause
any physical harm to the user even if operated incorrectly.
This requirement prohibits the use of sharp parts. Further,
it is highly desirable that users do not feel the slightest dis-
comfort while using the system.

DESIGN
We design a challenge-response authentication system. That
is, the system asks the user a question (challenge), to which
the user has to properly respond to prove her identity. To
thwart observation attacks, rather than hiding the response,
we choose to hide the challenge.

Completely hiding the challenge may prove a difficult task,
especially when considering usability factors. As illustrated
in Figure 2, we instead choose to hide part of the challenge,
by breaking it into two halves. The first half of the chal-
lenge is conveyed through a visible (and hence, observable)
channel, while the second half of the challenge is conveyed
through a hidden channel. The user mentally reassembles
both parts of the challenge, and, using her authentication to-
ken(s) as an input, answers the reassembled challenge. The
authentication system can verify the answer by combining
its own knowledge of the authentication token(s) with its
knowledge of what was sent on the hidden channel.

Going back to our earlier example, instead of asking “What
is the password?” we use the following kind of challenge-
response exchange. We ask aloud, for instance, “Does your
password contains a ‘d’?” (visible challenge) while whisper-
ing to the user’s ear “Tell a lie,” or “Tell the truth” (hidden
challenge). If an outsider is unable to decipher the whisper in
the ear, the user’s answer does not give her any clue whether
there is a ‘d’ in the password or not. We have reduced the
problem from hiding the complete challenge to hiding one
(or a few) bit(s) of information.

Visible and hidden challenges
If the hidden challenge is kept perfectly secure, that is, if 1)
it cannot be observed by outsiders, and 2) its contents is per-
fectly random (e.g., the decision whether to ask the user to



lie is made by flipping a coin), then the system is equivalent
to a one-time pad, which is mathematically proven impossi-
ble to break [21].

In practice, guaranteeing perfect security of the hidden chal-
lenge is a difficult task. We do not address in this paper the
question of random input generation, and instead refer the
reader to the literature available on the subject (see for in-
stance [21] for an overview). The main question we tackle
here is how to make the channel conveying the hidden chal-
lenge impossible to observe by an outsider.

The above example of a hidden auditive channel (whisper in
the ear) is potentially vulnerable to remote eavesdropping
using high quality recording equipment such as parabolic
microphones. Implementing a hidden visual channel may
be challenging for similar reasons.

On the other hand, a tactile challenge can be made hard to
eavesdrop on, and limited amounts of information can be
easily encoded as tactile signals. A particularly interesting
feature of a tactile challenge is that the user needs to make
physical contact with the communication channel to deter-
mine the signal being transmitted. That physical contact,
e.g., pressing the palm against a surface, makes the user hide
the channel from outsiders without having to think about it.
Hence, such a device naturally requires the user to adopt a
secure practice.

Our usability requirements mandate that authentication to-
kens must be easily memorable. Self-chosen graphical pass-
words, where the user selects a collection of personal im-
ages (portfolio) as an authentication token, are an appeal-
ing candidate. They have indeed been shown to be easy to
memorize [6, 18], and can also be made resilient to social
engineering through the use of distortion [13].

In addition, using self-chosen graphical passwords makes it
very difficult for a crook to build a fake authentication ter-
minal. Because the terminal needs to display the user port-
folios, the crook would need to know in advance all images
with which all users may possibly wish to authenticate. Fail-
ing that, people would quickly realize something is wrong
with the terminal.

Last, combining the tactile and visual challenges must be a
straightforward operation for the user. Graphical passwords
can rely on a trivial authentication function, asking if any of
the displayed pictures is the user’s, which should facilitate
the mental operation to perform.

Design parameters
The next question to tackle is how to combine the visual
and tactile challenges. Studies, e.g., [3, 8], have showed that
tactile stimuli could reinforce visual or audio-visual stim-
uli. We refer the reader to the literature, e.g. [4], for a more
thorough description of our current understanding of the in-
teractions between different sensory inputs.

The complexity of reassembling information from the tactile

and visual channels depends on the amount of information
conveyed through the tactile channel. We face a trade-off be-
tween the amount of information users must memorize and
the amount of information users must process.

Indeed, the less information the tactile channel contains (e.g.,
two values as in the “Tell a lie/Tell the truth” example from
before), the easier it is to implement, and the easier it is for
the user to perform the mental reassembly task. However,
the less information comes from the tactile channel, the more
authentication tokens the user has to memorize. If the tac-
tile channel is limited to two values, the visual challenge can
only be a yes/no question, e.g., “Is this picture part of your
portfolio?” To get security comparable to a four-digit-PIN-
based system, users would have to successfully complete 14
authentication challenges in a row, which means memoriz-
ing at least 14 different pictures.1

Conversely, if the tactile device can convey five values, the
visual challenge can become “Which of these five pictures
belongs to your portfolio?” Because 56 > 10, 000, such a
challenge reduces the number of portfolio pictures to mem-
orize to 6. However, the haptic device implementing the tac-
tile challenge becomes more complex, and the mental oper-
ation the user performs is probably more challenging.

IMPLEMENTATION
We explore the trade-offs between the different design pa-
rameters by building a number of mock prototypes, and con-
ducting a series of informal, low fidelity tests with a limited
number of users. Results of the low fidelity tests lead us
to iterate our design before implementing a full prototype,
which we later describe.

Low fidelity tests
For brevity, we only detail here the two most important low
fidelity tests we conduct. The objective of the first test is to
determine which haptic device is most usable. The second
low fidelity test helps us decide the size of the information
channel the haptic device implements.

We construct our low fidelity prototypes using reusable card-
board boxes for the haptic device, and a PowerPoint display
for the visual challenges. These reusable prototypes provide
a realistic approximation of the user interface of the Under-
cover prototype.

Determining the type of haptic device. We identify (punc-
tual) contact and friction as the two main design alternatives
for the haptic device.2 In the first low fidelity test, we com-
pare how fast and accurately users manage to authenticate,
using two different prototypes relying on contact and fric-
tion, respectively.

1An impostor selecting at random has a 50% chance of being right
at each authentication stage. Thus, the number of stages n must
satisfy 1/2n ≤ 1/10000 which implies n ≥ 14. Moreover, each
stage has to be statistically independent from the others, which im-
poses at least 14 different portfolio images.
2Other possibilities, such as temperature changes, are likely to be
more observable, e.g., with an infrared reader.



(a) Contact-based prototype (b) Friction-based prototype

Figure 3. Prototypes used in the first low-fidelity test to determine
which type of haptic device is more usable.

Participant 1 2 3 4
Age 30s 40s 50s 50s
IT experience yes yes no no

Pins Auth. time (s) 73 60 110 100
(Contact-based) Error rate (%) 0 7 21 21
Cylinder Auth. time (s) 70 45 113 95
(Friction-based) Error rate (%) 0 0 14 7

Table 1. Results of the first low-fidelity test. Participants authenticate
in general faster, and with fewer errors, using the friction-based proto-
type (cylinder).

The first prototype, represented in Figure 3(a), implements a
punctual contact with the user, thanks to two pins manually
actioned by the experimenter. Exactly one of the two pins is
up at any given time (i.e., both pins cannot be simultaneously
up or down). Participants place their left hand over the pins,
and press one of two buttons to answer a challenge given on
a PC screen (not shown in the figure). As the figure shows,
the meaning of the two answer buttons depends on which pin
is lifted. If the top pin is lifted, the left button means “NO.”
If the bottom pin is raised, the left button means “YES.”

The second haptic prototype, shown in Figure 3(b), relies on
friction. Here, the meaning of the answer buttons is given by
the sense of rotation of a cylinder, also manually actioned
by the experimenter. For instance, if the cylinder rotates up-
wards, the left button means “YES.”

The simulated authentication process consists of seven chal-
lenges. Each challenge, presented on the PC screen, simply
asks “Press YES,” or “Press NO,” while the experimenter ac-
tions the haptic device to generate random tactile challenges.

We conduct this first low-fidelity test with four participants,
ages ranging from the 30s to the mid-50s, and with different
backgrounds (only two of the participants have background
in information technology). Each participant goes through
a complete authentication session with each prototype. We
measure the time to complete all seven challenges, check the
error rate, and receive feedback from the participants.

Our findings, summarized in Table 1, are that 1) younger par-
ticipants authenticate faster, and more accurately than older
participants, and 2) participants authenticate faster and more
accurately using the friction-based (cylinder) prototype. Com-
ments from the participants indicate their hand gets numb af-
ter a number of trials with the pin-based prototype, and that
the cylinder-based prototype is easier to use. One partici-
pant acknowledges some difficulty in concentrating on both
the screen and the tactile display simultaneously.

(a) Two-value tactile channel (b) Four-value tactile channel

Figure 4. Prototypes used in the second low-fidelity test to determine
how complex the information in the hidden channel can be made with-
out affecting usability. (The trackball is not shown in this picture.)

We repeat a similar test with two other prototypes, using
four pins, and a trackball that can rotate in four directions.
Results confirm that friction-based prototypes outperform
contact-based prototypes.

Dimensioning the tactile channel. The more authentica-
tion tokens users have to remember, the more likely they are
to make mistakes. By increasing the amount of information
the tactile channel conveys, we can reduce the number of
required authentication tokens, which could help us achieve
lower error rates. The second low-fidelity test helps us di-
mension the amount of tactile information users can com-
fortably process.

We use two friction-based prototypes made out of cardboard
boxes. The first prototype, shown in Figure 4(a), uses a
cylinder, which provides two possible values (up, down) for
the tactile channel. The second prototype, shown in Fig-
ure 4(b), uses a trackball, which provides four possible val-
ues (up, down, left, right) for the tactile channel.

In each authentication stage, the display shows a row of two
or four pictures depending on the prototype used. Users are
asked to press a button, given the location of their portfolio
image on the screen, and the movement of the haptic device.
Buttons are color-coded to assist users in making the correct
selection, and a mapping table is printed on the haptic de-
vice. For instance, if the cylinder of Figure 4(a) is moving
down, and the portfolio image is on the left, the user should
press the button marked “2.”

Authentication with the cylinder-based prototype requires
fourteen challenges, each consisting of two pictures, one
of them being in the user’s portfolio. Given the increased
size of the tactile channel, the trackball-based prototype uses
only seven challenges. Because this test only aims to quan-
tify how users interpret the information coming from the hid-
den channel, the PC screen directly shows the solution using
check marks and crosses in lieu of actual portfolio or distrac-
tor images, and the experimenter speaks out the movement
of the haptic device in addition to manually actioning it.

We hold this second test with three participants, who were
not involved in the first low-fidelity test. Ages range from
early 30s to mid-40s; one of the participants does not have
any IT background. Each participant tries a complete au-
thentication session with both prototypes. As in the first
low-fidelity test, we record the time to complete the full au-
thentication phase, the error rates, and gather user feedback.



Participant 1 2 3
Age 30s 40s 30s
IT experience no yes yes

2 values Authentication time (s) 45 45 22
Error rate 1/14 0 0

4 values Authentication time (s) 20 20 13
Error rate 1/7 0 0

Table 2. Results of the second low-fidelity test. Errors marginally in-
crease with a 4-value tactile channel, while considerably lowering the
authentication time.

(a) Outside view (b) Inside view

Figure 5. Haptic device and associated machinery. The authentication
system software, hosted on an external PC (not shown), pilots two servo
motors that in turn govern the trackball movement.

We report our results in Table 2. The main lesson from this
test is that a four-value tactile channel drastically reduces the
total authentication time. Even considering that the larger
size of the tactile channel allows to reduce the number of au-
thentication stages, the result is surprising, in that the added
complexity does not slow down users. Likewise, the num-
ber of errors made are comparable, which further evidences
that users can use a four-value tactile channel almost as ac-
curately as a two-value tactile channel. This is confirmed
by feedback gained after the session – users tell us they pre-
fer the more complex version because it shortens the whole
experiment, without being more difficult.

Further low fidelity tests inform us that adding a “vibrate”
mode to the trackball, which brings a fifth possible value to
the tactile channel (up, down, left, right, vibrate), has ac-
tually no impact on the ability of people to select the right
button, while reducing the number of challenges with which
the users need to be presented.

Undercover prototype
Based on the outcome of our low fidelity tests, we undertake
the realization of a full-scale prototype of our Undercover
authentication system, which we show in Figure 1. The au-
thentication system is hosted on a PC, which interfaces with
an external haptic device through USB connections. The
haptic device consists of a trackball, whose movement is
governed by a Lego Mindstorm NXT [1] robot. As shown in
Figure 5, the haptic device is embedded in a plastic case,
which shields the underlying machinery from users. The
plastic case also contains five numeric buttons and a Can-
cel button for users to enter their answers to the challenges
given on the PC display.

We try to make the Undercover prototype look as much as
possible as a stand-alone device rather than a PC-controlled
system. Our main use case here is banking terminal au-

Figure 6. Visual channel. Users proceed through a series of seven chal-
lenges. The current challenge is zoomed in. Users are asked to identify
which, if any, of the four pictures belong to their portfolio. The fifth
(“NO”) symbol is used when none of the pictures are the user’s.

thentication, so that we do not have stringent spatial con-
straints. Our prototype is 37cm × 26cm × 16cm, not in-
cluding the screen. The design can be easily miniaturized
to adapt Undercover to mobile devices. For instance, piezo-
electric components can be used to create miniaturized hap-
tic devices with a functionality similar to our trackball.

In our prototype, users rely on a portfolio of five images as
authentication tokens. These images are self-selected, for
instance, they are pictures the user has taken with a digital
camera. The authentication process consists of a series of
seven visual challenges. Each challenge consists of four im-
ages, and a fifth image showing “None.” Users are asked to
identify the location of their portfolio image among the five
possibilities; if none of the displayed images is in the user’s
portfolio, the user is expected to select “None.” The addi-
tion of the “None” input, as opposed to a fifth image, allows
us to obtain a number of possible inputs larger than 10,000,
while reducing the number of portfolio to memorize down
to five. So, there are a total of 28 pictures shown throughout
an authentication session, 5 of them being portfolio images,
and the 23 others being distractor images. We never repeat
any picture to make the system resilient to multiple observa-
tions, so that there are 20,480 possible inputs to the system.3
Hence, a brute force attack is harder to convey here than on
a traditional four-digit-PIN-based system.

Figure 6 shows how the visual channel presents challenges
to the user. The current challenge is zoomed in, but the user
can see the other challenges in the background. On the left
side, indicators show if the previous challenge was success-
fully answered, and what the movement of the trackball was.
This feedback is only given during a practice phase, and is
disabled during an actual authentication session.

The user proceeds from one challenge to the next by pressing
one of the five buttons, or the “Cancel” button to go back to
the previous challenge, situated next to the trackball.

The trackball is governed by two servo motors to move in
320,480 is obtained by noting that exactly two of the seven stages
have to be answered “None”. We can then only consider the four
other possibilities (i.e., excluding “None”) for the five remaining
stages, yielding

`
7
2

´
· 45 = 20, 480 possibilities.



Figure 7. Map shown to the users to explain how each position on the
screen maps to a different button, depending on the trackball move-
ment. The center position corresponds to the “vibrate” mode.

Table

Camera 2

1 meter

Participant

Camera 1

1 meter

(Laptop screen)
Visual display

Tactile device

Figure 8. Experimental setup. Participants are in an isolated room,
only accompanied by the experimenter. Two tripod-mounted cameras
record each participant’s hands and eye movements, as well as any
noise in the room.

five directions (up, down, left, right, vibrate). The first motor
rotates the ball by friction along an horizontal axis. The sec-
ond motor rotates the first motor by 90 degrees when needed.
Vibration is realized by quickly alternating the sense of rota-
tion of the first motor. We paste small pieces of cork onto the
surface of the trackball to make it more rugged and improve
usability [9].

To assist users in combining the movement of the trackball
with the visual display, a map, shown in Figure 7, is pasted
on the plastic case hosting the trackball. The map describes
how each position on the screen corresponds to each button,
according to the trackball movement. Buttons are both num-
bered and color-coded to reinforce user perception. As an
example, if the portfolio image is the third image from the
left, and the trackball moves left, the map tells the user she
should press the white button “5.”

EVALUATION
We conduct a formal usability test to evaluate the Under-
cover prototype. A total of 38 people (4 students and 34 gov-
ernment employees) participate in our study. Participants’
ages range from early twenties to late fifties with a median
age in the mid-thirties. All participants have some infor-
mation technology background but not necessarily computer
expertise. None of the 38 participants has taken part in any
of our low-fidelity tests. The usability test relies on a within-
subject design, that is, each participant goes through the same
set of experiments.

Procedure
Prior to the experiment, participants are asked to bring five
personal digital images, and to select a four-digit PIN. Our
usability test consists of a single session divided between
a training phase, a control phase, and two authentication

(a) Training phase

(b) Undercover authentication phase

(c) Undercover authentication phase with distortion

Figure 9. Visual challenges. During the training phase, the user is given
the answer, e.g. here, the third image from the left. In the first type of
authentication phase, the original portfolio images are placed among
a set of distractor images. In the second type of authentication phase,
all images are distorted. If none of the pictures is a correct answer,
participants are to select the rightmost “NO” sign.

phases. All sessions are conducted in an isolated room, with
a set-up as described in Figure 8. Each participant is alone in
the room with the experimenter during the whole test. The
complete usability test takes about 30 minutes per partici-
pant, including 5 minutes of training.

To help us with a security analysis of the system, which we
detail later, two cameras record each participant’s hand and
eye movement and any noise in the room, allowing us to
carry out a powerful observation attack. We do not tell users
why these cameras are here, other than mentioning every-
thing is recorded for experimental purposes. We tell each
participant that they should use the authentication system as
if it were a banking terminal. Also, we play music in the
room to cover the small motor noise, to avoid any bias in the
participants’ perception of the trackball movement.

Training phase. The training phase consists of seven au-
thentication challenges with five pictures displayed per chal-
lenge. As in our low-fidelity tests, instead of showing port-
folio and distractor images, the visual display directly gives
the solution, as shown in Figure 9(a). Users are to select the
picture denoted by a circle. If only slashed circles are dis-
played, participants should select the rightmost “NO” sign.

Authentication phases. Each participant goes through two
different authentication phases. Both phases consist of seven
challenges containing five pictures each and are similar save
for the type of pictures used, as shown in Figure 9(b) and (c).

In the first type of authentication phase, the five pictures dis-
played consist of at most one portfolio image and at least
four distractor images.4 In the second type of authentication
phase, the mix of portfolio-distractor images is the same, but
all images are distorted prior to the experiment, using an oil
painting filter.

The distortion operation helps make the system resilient to
social engineering attacks [13]. Knowing that the user owns
4To be more precise, exactly one portfolio image is displayed in
five of the seven challenges, and there are no portfolio images dis-
played in the other two challenges.
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Figure 10. Distribution of authentication times (lower is better). The
median authentication times are 35 seconds (variance = 403.57) for the
training phase, 32 seconds (variance = 144.35) for Undercover, and 45
seconds (variance = 415.39) for Undercover with distortion.

a white dog, for instance, could lead an attacker to correctly
identify a picture of a white dog as part of the user’s portfo-
lio. With distortion, however, the attacker cannot figure out
whether the image represents a white dog, a snowman, or
a chicken. Conversely, the legitimate user can quickly iden-
tify her distorted portfolio image [13]. Thus, using distortion
arguably enhances security. The main question we try to an-
swer through this experiment is whether the cognitive load
imposed on users – recognizing a distorted picture, and com-
bining this information with the input from the haptic device
– becomes too high to ensure relatively low error rates and
authentication times.

Control phase. The control phase is used to compare the re-
sults obtained with the Undercover prototype with those ob-
tained for a four-digit PIN authentication system. We build
a PIN-based authentication device of similar shape and size
as the Undercover prototype. The device consists of a sin-
gle numerical keypad, and mimics a classical banking termi-
nal. Participants are asked to enter their PIN to authenticate.
User input is shown on a screen using stars in lieu of the ac-
tual numbers keyed in. Because PINs are self-selected, we
expect low (or null) error rates, and very short authentication
times. We run this control experiment to have a more precise
idea of the baseline values for both metrics.

To reduce the impact of fatigue or training effects in our
measurements, the order in which both authentication phases
and the control phase take place is randomized for each user.

Usability evaluation
We rely on measurements of authentication times and error
rates to assess the usability of our system.

Figure 10 provides the distribution of authentication times
for Undercover, along with the median authentication times.
Median authentication times remain below our self-imposed
one-minute criterion, but a few users take longer to authen-
ticate, especially when picture distortion is added to the au-
thentication scheme. In comparison, PIN-based authentica-
tion has a median authentication time of 3.2 seconds (vari-
ance = 1.1), which gives an idea of the added complexity of
Undercover. Authentication with original, non-distorted pic-
tures is significantly easier than authentication with distorted
pictures, as evidenced by the lower median authentication
times and variance, and shorter distribution tail.
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Figure 11. Median authentication times vs. age (lower is better).

Authentication type Control
(PIN)

Original
pictures

Distorted
pictures

Failed challenges 1/152 12/266 29/266
Failed sessions 1/38 10/38 20/38

Table 3. Error rates. Failure to answer a single challenge implies fail-
ure of the whole session.

In post-experiment interviews, we ask users how they feel
about the length of the authentication procedure, using a
five-point scale, where 1 is “short” and 5 is “long.” 17 par-
ticipants consider the process to be a bit lengthy (answers
4 or 5), 18 participants consider it acceptable (answers 1, 2
or 3), and 3 do not answer. 15 of the users answering 4 or
5 further indicate that authentication times should be below
15 seconds.

Figure 11 plots the median time to authenticate against the
participants’ age. Authentication times are largely indepen-
dent of age for PIN-based authentication. On the other hand,
older participants take slightly more time authenticating with
Undercover. This may be due to the mental reassembly pro-
cess of the visual and tactile information becoming slightly
slower with age, similar to effects previously observed [20],
or to a certain loss in tactile perception as the experiment
progresses. Authentication times are largely independent of
the amount of information technology experience of each
participant.

Table 3 reports the authentication error rates. Each authenti-
cation session consists of seven challenges for Undercover,
and four challenges (corresponding to each digit) for the
PIN-based authentication. Because failing to answer cor-
rectly a single challenge leads to failing the whole authenti-
cation session, even a low error rate over all challenges can
translate into fairly high authentication failure rates. In other
words, seven challenges per session may still be too many.
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Figure 12. Distribution of number of failures per user (lower is better).



Figure 12 elaborates on the error rates, by showing the dis-
tribution of failures per user, and invites optimism. While
the addition of distortion seems to put too high a cognitive
load on some users (e.g., the participant who makes five mis-
takes), most participants make zero or only one mistake over
an entire session. Considering how unfamiliar participants
are with the scheme, and the limited amount of training they
receive, compared to PIN-based systems they have used their
entire life, this result seems encouraging. With additional
training, we expect people to further lower their error rates.

Finally, a graph we omit for brevity shows that error rates in-
crease with age but remain independent of information tech-
nology experience, which confirms the insight Figure 11 pro-
vides: Undercover is slightly more usable for younger users.

Security evaluation
By videotaping each participants’ hand and eye movement,
and given our own knowledge of the authentication system,
we can conduct a powerful observation attack on Under-
cover. The questions this security evaluation attempts to an-
swer are 1) what could cause an observation attack (on the
evaluated system) to be successful, and 2) what is the extent
of the damage to which a successful observation attack can
lead. In particular, we want to find out if we can recover
some of our participants’ authentication tokens (image port-
folios or PINs).

First, we are able to recover all PINs the users selected,
thereby confirming that PIN-based authentication is inse-
cure. Even the more security conscious users who slightly
try to cover their right hand with their left hand fall victim to
at least one of the two cameras. A cover on top of the keypad
would reduce usability, as users could hardly see what they
type, and would not prevent observation attacks, as it would
still be possible to place a small camera inside the cover.

Next, a vast majority of participants fail to completely cover
the trackball, so that we can frequently infer its movement.
This could be easily fixed, by fitting the user’s hand into
a given position, e.g., using a glove-shaped cover. Such
a tight cover should not affect usability, while preventing
small cameras to be placed inside.

Further, a number of users involuntarily leak information in
three different manners. Some participants point the map
pasted on the plastic case, revealing either trackball move-
ment or portfolio image location. Some others move their
hands to get a better sense of the movement of the track-
ball thereby revealing information about its sense of rota-
tion. Last, a couple of users say something out loud about
the movement of the trackball or their portfolio images.

Table 4 shows how frequently information leaks occur, and
the consequences. 9 participants out of 38 leak information
at one point or another (some participants leak information
in multiple ways). The most frequent problem is the user
pointing at the map pasted on the plastic case, which very
often leads to revealing the challenge answer to an observer.
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• 78/532 (14.7%) 71/78 (91%)
• 34/532 (6.4%) 26/34 (76.5%)

• 5/532 (0.9%) 1/5 (20%)
• • 8/532 (1.5%) 8/8 (100%)
• • 16/532 (3.0%) 12/16 (75%)

• • 0/532 (0.0%) N/A
• • • 1/532 (0.2%) 1/1 (100%)

Table 4. Types of information leaks and their consequences. Informa-
tion leaked during a challenge usually allows an observer to correctly
guess the solution to the challenge, but information leaks occur rarely
with Undercover. In comparison, we could recover the PINs of all 38
participants.

However, over the total number of challenges (7× 2× 38 =
532) the frequency of information leaks remains low. More-
over, we cannot find any correlation between information
leaks and user error rates. That is, participants who leak
information do not have better (or worse) authentication suc-
cess rates as participants who do not. This result is encour-
aging, as it shows that getting rid of information leaks, e.g.,
through education (for instance by pasting a “Don’t point at
the map” warning next to the map), would not reduce usabil-
ity of the system.

Finally, outside of the lab, we expect users to disclose far
less information. Indeed, some of the participants who leak
information are acting as if the experiment is an exam, and
are apparently seeking confirmation or encouragement from
the experimenter.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
This paper tackles the issue of securely and easily proving
one’s identity, even while being spied on. We present what
we believe to be the first authentication system that achieves
resilience to observation attacks by hiding the challenges
posed by the system, rather than the responses coming from
the users.

We demonstrate feasibility of our proposed technique with a
proof-of-concept implementation. Our Undercover authen-
tication system exploits the human ability to combine tactile
and visual information to answer relatively complex chal-
lenges. We build a prototype of Undercover for banking ter-
minal authentication, by going through an iterative design
extensively relying on user feedback. Undercover could also
be implemented on small devices.

A within-subjects usability study with 38 participants, com-
plemented by a security assessment shows that such an au-
thentication system is viable. Authentication times remain
comparable with those of graphical password authentication
schemes, which is acceptable for half of the users (even though
future work must strive to reduce these authentication times).



Error rates, while not negligible, are encouraging, and should
further decrease as users get more familiar with the system.
Resilience to observation attacks is considerably enhanced,
and can be further improved.

Our study also leads to a number of observations and ques-
tions that we can use to outline design guidelines for future
systems.

A key finding from the security standpoint is the importance
of minimizing the amount of information users can involun-
tarily disclose. For instance, in our prototype, hand move-
ment may reveal otherwise hidden information. More gen-
erally, authentication systems may have a large number of
“covert channels” leaking information. For instance, differ-
ent input keys make different clicking sounds [25] revealing
what the user is typing. Likewise, the motor noise in our pro-
totype needs to be covered to ensure the trackball movement
cannot be inferred from it. The advantage of systems like
Undercover is that possible information leaks (either from
the user, or from the system) are much more limited in scope,
and seem much easier to address than in traditional authen-
tication systems.

Finally, the degree of complexity that two independent sen-
sory signals can present while being successfully reassem-
bled by a majority of people comes a bit as a surprise. While
most cognitive studies thus far focused on reinforcement of
a visual signal with a tactile or auditive aid, our study shows
that people are also very skilled at dissociating and recom-
bining independent sensory inputs. We do believe this find-
ing can have an impact far beyond the security application
discussed in this paper.
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